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Turning to the left, therefore, the whole cortege drifted
down the shady seclusion of the Alley, and made their way, still
through a branching aisle of trees, to where, near the top of
High West Street, are the railed-in fragments of Roman wall.
"You and Quirm," said Claudius to No-man, turning round
as he spoke, and sweeping his hawk's eye over the whole com-
pany, to make sure Wizzie as well as the other two women
heard him: "are agreed then that what we saw is a pre-Roman
image representing three mythological figures: a woman, a man,
and a beast. Uryen suggests that the woman is the goddess
Caridwen, that the headless man, which I took for a Roman
Emperbr, is	"
Here Uryen himself hurriedly interrupted him, though
Wizzie received the impression that her "Black Man of
Glymes" only broke his gloomy silence under some strong
interior compulsion. "I don't suggest," the man almost groaned.
"I know."
"Who do you say it is?" inquired the Cumber girl sharply.
And turning upon No-man she added in the brisk tone in which
she had told her maid to dust DumbelPs treasures: "Father
won't like it if you and Mr. Quirm take different views I"
"Who is the headless one?" cried Dumbell, taking the cue
from his wife and precipitating himself towards Uryen in such
haste that his botanical tin emitted a metallic tinkle. "Who is
the headless one?"
For the first time in her knowledge of him Wizzie saw a
flash of real anger in Enoch Quirm's eyes. Heavily he swung
round and faced poor Dumbell. "Who?" he growled. "Did
you say 'Who?' Who, who, who—that's the word—and 'Who
cares?* is another wordl"
"But who is he?" repeated the searcher after the hundred-
and twentieth variety of British blackberry, "Who is he, Mr.
Quirm?"
At that the Glymes man lost all control of himself. "He's
the Devil!" he roared out; and turning away began hitting his
chest and mumbling something in Welsh. This outcry of Uryen's,
made more resonant by the presence of that ancient wall,
caused a general disturbance.
Teucer Wye impatiently drew his cane along the railings
that protected the imperial masonry, causing an unpleasant
"tick—tick—tick" as the ferule struck each iron bar. Then he

